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The Wittgenstein Nachlass in interactive scholarly 

edition

In my presentation, I will present an open-access online platform offered by the Wittgenstein Archives at the University of 
Bergen (WAB, https://wab.uib.no/). This platform (https://wab.uib.no/transform/wab.php?modus=opsjoner) allows for an 
“interactive dynamic presentation” (IDP) of the Wittgenstein Nachlass. I will make a case for the necessity of supplementing 
static scholarly editions of the Wittgenstein Nachlass, such as WAB’s CD_ROM edition Wittgenstein’s Nachlass: The Bergen 
Electronic Edition (BEE, 2000) and the Wittgenstein Source (http://www.wittgensteinsource.org/) Bergen Nachlass Edition (BNE, 
2015-), with interactive and dynamic scholarly edition research platforms such as WAB’s IDP site. Indeed, I will argue that 
editors of any modern manuscript oeuvre comparable to Wittgenstein’s Nachlass should consider supplementing their static 
scholarly editions with interactive dynamic presentation research platforms. To illustrate this, I will discuss three research needs:

• Sorting of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., chronological sorting)

• Selecting and grouping of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., grouping according to various 
classifications made by the author)

• Showing or hiding of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., hiding of handwritten revision layers in 
typescripts)

I will argue that only when IDP is fully implemented and functional can digital scholarly editing adequately serve the scholarly 
needs of its user communities. This presupposes an edition base that is encoded with either embedded or stand-off markup and 
a technical infrastructure that allows for the separation of the encoding and the presentation layers. In the case of WAB, this is 
made possible through embedded XML TEI(P5) encoding and the implementation of XSLT technology and methods.
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The end user in focus

Providing access not only to scans and metadata, 

but also to (man- or machine-made) transcriptions

➢ Providing also scholarly digital editions

➢ Providing not only premade static editions, 

but also interactive and dynamic research

platforms that are maximally user steerable
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The ambition

• Serve the needs of the end user by providing for 

maximally user steerable use in accordance with 

user hic et nunc needs

• Permit users to adopt something like an editorial 

role for themselves
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The ambition, as it plays out in the work

of WAB

• SFB - Faceted search and browsing of metadata

• IDP - Possibility of adapting the text edition data in terms of
– Filtering
– Sorting
– Formatting

• XML TEI archive of text edition data vs. Apps for their
presentation
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WAB: Lessons learned

1) Providing access to Wittgenstein’s Nachlass through a machine-readable version
• Nachlass facsimile
• Nachlass transcriptions
➢ Nachlass edition BEE 2000

2) Providing sustainable access to Wittgenstein’s Nachlass 2000-
• Migration of the transcriptions from Mecs-WiT to XML-TEI format ...

3) Providing user steerable access 2001-
• The real treasure is not the BEE 2000 or any other static edition, but the machine-readable version itself
➢ «Interactive Dynamic Presentation» (IDP)
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User scenarios
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wittgensteinonline.no
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IDP: Complementing static editions with dynamic 
interactive dynamic presentation

User steerable

• presentation

• sorting

• selecting

and grouping

of Nachlass texts

and metadata
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Presentation, sorting, selecting and 

grouping

• Presentation of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., hiding of 

handwritten revision layers in typescripts) 

• Sorting of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., chronological sorting)

• Selecting, grouping and filtering of edition contents according to different parameters (e.g., 

grouping according to various classifications made by the author / publication projects …)
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Presentation: Two basic styles - Linear vs. 

Diplomatic (Ms-101,4r)
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Presentation: Original line breaks
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Presentation: Show text incl. WAB metadata 

(Ms-172,20-21)
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Sorting (e.g. chronological sorting of group

Tractatus corpus)
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Sorting (e.g. chronological sorting of 

single item Ms-104)
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Sorting (e.g. chronological sorting of 
single item Ms-101)
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Selecting

• All remarks that contain 
secret code

• All texts in English

• All “Band series I” items

• All “Band series II” items

• All works

• A specific work corpus

• …
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Selecting: All remarks that contain secret code
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Selecting: All remarks with a slash (/) from 

Band series I
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Selecting: Ts-213 with and without handwritten 

additions
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Selecting: Ts-226 with and without 

handwritten additions
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Grouping

Groups

• “Parts” cut the 
Nachlass like a cake into 
separate parts …

• E.g. Series I vs. Series II

• “Collections” are 
much more flexible and
can overlap …

• E.g. Brown Book corpus 
vs. PI corpus
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See “Read me” on https://wab.uib.no/wab_transcriptions.page
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